Nanni will be present at the next Boat Shows

In France
- La Ciotat Boat Show - from March 14th to 22nd
  Nanni’s dealer: International Motors Service
- Arcachon Boat Show - from April 3rd to 6th
  Pôle Nautisme - Showroom of Nanni Industries
- Port Camargue Boat Show - from April 3rd to 6th
  Nanni’s dealer: Assistance Marine Technique - Quay O
- Hyères Boat Show - from April 3rd to 6th
  Nanni’s dealer: Motor’s Passion - Quay of Honor

All over the world
- Hiswa Boat Show - Amsterdam from March 11th to 15th
  Nanni’s dealer: NPS

Nanni has a new exclusive importer!
Nanni Industries has signed an agreement with a new importer for the East Coast of USA:
Motor Services Hugo Stamp (MSHS).

MSHS was founded in 1983, located in Fort Lauderdale, Florida. MSHS is specialized in diesel engine products and services, and joined the Nanni’s importers team to be the official distributor for the East of USA, Venezuela and Mexico.

Flashback on Nanni’s trainings of February 2015
A good month for Nanni’s trainings!
The After Sales Department organized 4 trainings: one for the export dealers, one for French Nanni dealers and two on the MAN engines for France.

Export training
From February 2nd to 6th, a special training for the new importers was held on Nanni’s engines.
Hexagon (Philippines), RDI (West USA) et MSHS (East USA) discovered Nanni’s offices and products for the first time.

Nanni’s engines training for France
The After Sales Department organized a practice training from February 23rd to 26th. Nanni thanks all present dealers: David Nautic, Sorlut Marine, Quai 222, Granville Pls, Meca Diesel, Waterland Services, Sud Diesel Marine and Atlantique Marine Construction.

MAN’s engines training for France
Nanni has held two weeks of training on EDC 5 for MAN’s engines, from February 9th to 12th and from 16th to 19th, with Nanni’s dealers: David Nautic, Engine Marine Service, MSI Solutions, Santarelli et Sud Diesel Marine.

Flashback on the February events...